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BLAKE GOTTESMAN (FOR THE PRESIDENT)

SPECIAL DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS/REMARKS:
3183 as of time came into office.

FY 01 (last Clinton budget) added 134 new to bring it to 3317

In Feb. 2002, you referred to the number as “more than 3000.”

At that time, you pledged 1200 new or expanded CHC’s over 5 years.

FY02-04 – completed or working on 332 new and 282 expanded
-- That’s a total of 614 new or expanded in FY 02-04
  (Note: speech refers to this # as “more than 600”)
  (Note: Language in speech refers to “opened or expanded”)
-- total CHC’s in existence after FY04 = 3649

FY 05 budget – proposes 176 new and 156 expanded (total of 332)
(Note: speech refers to this # as “more than 300”)

FY 06 budget – will propose 145 new and 125 expanded (total of 270)
-- total CHC’s in existence after FY 06 will = 3970
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